
Lundy trip 

 

You will see from the printed programme that there  is a trip to Lundy Island on 

Tuesday 26 April 2022. This was originally conceived as part of the SWCP project 

and the idea is to sandwich the day trip with SWCP walks on the Monday and the 

Wednesday. As always we aim to be as inclusive as possible so this will be advertised 

on the SDR website as well as to our SWCP enthusiasts. 

 

The proposed itinerary: 

 

Monday 25 April : Drive to N Devon ( some are choosing to go up Sunday evening) 

Please book you own accommodation. Some are already booked in at The Harcourt 

Hotel ( tel 01271 862931) for two, some for three nights. We are planning to walk that 

day from Combe Martin. It is 5.4 miles to Ilfracombe but we may need to park a little 

way off the start and this could add another mile. 

 

For some this may be enough of a walk but for those of us who are keen to tick off 

more miles, we can continue to Lee Bay, another three miles. Not too strenuous a 

section though it apparently becomes more challenging after Lee Bay so we’ll save 

that for the Wednesday.  

 

It will be an early start if you are travelling from Torbay as we will meet as always at 

9.30 at the end of our walk, Lee Bay and travel on in shared cars to the start in Combe 

Martin, aiming to start walking no later than 10.30am. 

 

Tuesday is the day trip to Lundy. The adult return is £48 this year, an increase on last 

year but we will get a good discount for group travel and I already have 10 names on 

my list. This brings the cost down to nearer £40 pp. The  Shore Office couldn’t give 

me an exact figure until I firm up on numbers but they have pencilled in a group of up 

to 20.  

 

Wednesday: a further section of the coast path will take us to Woolacombe and 

beyond.!  

 

The walks can be shortened fairly easily for those who prefer to take a more leisurely 

approach. Monday: you can stop once you get in to Ilfracombe.  

 

Please book in with me if you want to reserve a place on the boat! No later than end 

March but if I get 20 + before then I will have to see if they can get a bigger boat!  I 

am not sure of their capacity.  

 

No money needed as yet. Just let me know if you intend to come. We will firm up on 

cars and logistics nearer the date and once I have an idea of our walkers and their 

preferred distances.  

 

As always bear in mind the uncertainty of the times and consider insurance as you 

feel appropriate.  

If you need to check you are already on the list please text or email me.  

Tessa 

07961 355059 


